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Foundation Beauty Tips

Sephora All Over Skin Liquid Foundation R15
Silky and lightweight, our hyper hydrating liquid foundation leaves skin glowing with a healthy, translucent finish, while natural sunscreens protect the skin from the sun's harmful rays.
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=*3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.723536&type=2&subid=0

1. For a sheer look, dilute your foundation with 2 drops of water for normal skin, toner for dry skin, or 2 drops of Witch Hazel for oily skin into your foundation.

2. For the look of perfect skin, apply your foundation first, then mix your concealer into your foundation. Apply on the mixture into areas that need more converge, then lightly powder. By mixing your concealer and foundation together, you get the perfect color and perfect coverage every time.

3. Want to lighten your stick foundation coverage? Just mix the stick foundation with a dot of moisturizer on the back of your hand. You'll still get the coverage that you like, without the heaviness. Update your look even more, by applying only where needed, like under the eyes, around the nose, and spot applying where needed. Set with a touch of loose powder, and your look just went from opaque to sheer.

4. Want to keep that summer glow going all year
round? An easy way is to take your favorite bronzer stick or liquid, and run a bit on your fingertips. And your moisturizer on top. Blend and apply on your face. What you get is a softer and lighter version of your bronzer that works for the fall and winter months.

5. Try dusting your foundation with a dash of loose translucent powder. The powder soaks up extra oils in the base and creates a matte foundation that stays on hours longer.

6. Apply a light dusting of loose powder on clean skin before applying foundation. It helps skin look matte hours longer by giving the powder a chance to grab oils and shine before breaking through the foundation.

7. Try this great photography makeup trick. Create perfect looking skin with great coverage with a real skin look. Apply your liquid foundation as normal, but about x2 as much as you need. Then, with a folded Kleenex, lightly press into the skin. The Kleenex grabs excess oils from the foundation, leaving pure pigment on the skin. Perfect for creating a flawless complexion, and for turning an oil-based foundation into a lighter version.

8. Want to create a flawless, perfectly contoured bone structure? The old way was to use a dark brown powder to draw shadows under cheekbones and to trim down noses and double chins. The new way? Is softer, easier and looks more real. Take a foundation shade that's 2-3 shades darker than your regular shade. Apply your regular foundation first, and then with a foundation brush, apply your darker shade underneath cheekbones, on the temples, under the tip of the nose, under the chin, wherever you feel it's needed. Blend well into the other shade. Viola. You have a perfectly contoured bone structure that looks good in any type of lighting and looks more real than the 'brown streaks' of yesteryear.

9. Want to add a glow to your foundation? Take a shimmer powder, like Mac's Dust, or shimmer pressed shades in gold, silver or pink and add a pinch to your foundation. By mixing it in first, and then applying, you get an overall glow to your whole
face that's not too shiny looking.

**Concealer Beauty Tips**

**BECCA Compact Concealer Butterscotch**
Compact Concealer contains two formulations within one slim compact. Highly pigmented to enable layering and mixing, it provides total camouflage for almost any skin problem including blemishes, scars, birthmarks, and undereye circles. The Extra-Cover version (left) is the most opaque and has a heavier, slightly drier consistency that provides exceptional camouflage ability and adheres well to the skin. This formulation is best used for spots and any blemish that requires heavier coverage.

http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=*3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.740464&type=2&subid=0

10. For a natural look, apply concealer after you've applied your foundation. This way you don't end up applying too much, since your foundation will cover most of the discolorations first.

11. To get a perfect color match every time, mix a drop of your foundation into your concealer before applying.

12. Want extra, long lasting coverage with your concealer? Apply a touch of loose powder into your concealer before you apply it. This will keep it from creasing later in the day. You'll find you'll also need less product.
13. A model once told me she uses a Concealer Pencil on her lips first. She fills in the lip, and then applies an old, dark lipstick. The concealer pencil lightens up the lipstick shade by about 3-4 shades. To make current, she applies a top coat of lip gloss. A great way to modernize a favorite dark shade.

14. Have dark blue under eye circles? Make sure your concealer is on the peach side, to calm down blue tones.

15. Have dark gray under eye circles? Make sure your concealer is on the pink side, to calm down gray.

16. Have a concealer that is too creamy? Or creases just hours after you’ve applied it? Apply with the tips of your fingers so that the heat of your hand melts the product into the skin more. Then take a kleenex and lightly press any excess concealer off. You're mostly pressing oils from the concealer, which helps with creasing later.

17. Have a double does of darkness under your eyes? Do a double application. Take your concealer and apply lightly, then a layer of foundation, then a layer of concealer on top of that. Press with a kleenex to press out extra oils and then powder. Sometimes a bit more is all that's needed.

**Powder Beauty Tips**

Anna Sui Face Powder 701
A face and body loose powder makeup for soft radiance in expected and unexpected places. Oil-absorbing powders control facial oils and keep colors true.
18. To keep humidity away, apply a light dusting of loose powder first on clean skin before you apply your foundation. This first layer of powder helps foundation adhere better if your base has a tendency to disappear in a few hours.

19. Customize your own loose powder. In a shaker container, mix 1 tsp of a loose shimmer, yellow or mauve eye shadow into your loose powder. Yellow helps to calm red and pink skin tones, mauve calms down excess yellow skin tones and shimmer creates a night time glow to the face and body.

20. Want your makeup to last all day? Mist your face with water after you've applied all your makeup to set your colors and setting powder. It really does make a difference.

21. Create your own eye shadow base. Mist a new, clean pressed powder puff with water. Then pick up some loose powder (translucent is best) with the puff. Apply lightly to the eyelids. Blend softly and let dry. Then apply your shadows on top. An instant eye shadow base that really works.

Eyeshadow Beauty Tips

Bourjois Multi Shimmer Loose Eye Shadow Ambre 07
This collection of gorgeous, easy to apply, loose powder shadows contains a customized blend of pearl particles or glitter, to bring out the individual radiance of each shade. Each pot contains its very own
22. For best results, pick up your eye shadow color with the side of your eye shadow brush, not the tips. Running the brush across with the tips of the bristles only picks up too much product, and sends it flying. You know this is you if you get a 'hole' in the middle of your color. Apply by pressing on the color instead of brushing it on to avoid color from falling. Great for applying dark and heavily frosted and glitter colors.

23. To make a powdered shadow color go on stronger, apply your colored shadow with a makeup sponge or an eye shadow applicator. The color will go on exactly the way you see it in the pan.

24. For a softer version of an eye shadow color, pick up some white or cream colored eye shadow first on your brush, next pick up your color and then apply. The lighter color will soften the intensity of the pigment.

25. Your colors not going on right? Are you getting colors in the wrong area? It could be your brush that's the culprit. Make sure your brushes fit the area you are applying to. The smaller the brush, the smaller the application area. Smaller brushes are great for applying under the eyebrow. A larger, flat brush is perfect for shadows that go on the lids. A long fluffy shadow brush is great for the crease. It's all in the brush.

Lipstick Beauty Tips
DuWop Realipstick Josephine
What it is: Classic, full coverage lipstick in the most modern colors and made with the most modern ingredients. What it is formulated to do: Moisturizes the lips with velvety, full coverage, color. Nourishes the lips with antioxidants while jojoba and grape seed oils provide moisturizing, conditioning coverage, plus protection against UV rays. What else you need to know: Each gorgeous shade is named after classic, Hollywood beauties.
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=*3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.9978176

26. For extra staying power, apply a dot of a matte or shine control product on lips. Let set and then apply your lipstick as usual.

27. Want to lighten a lipstick color? Apply a dot of shimmer stick on your lips, and then apply your lipstick. Instant lightness.

28. Want a lip color that will last all day? When doing a recent Aids Benefit fashion show, to save time we used a red cream blush on the lips as well. It lasted forever. Because cream blush has a higher staining quality, it lasts longer and wears off more evenly than lipstick. Tip: Skip the lip gloss and it'll last even longer.

29. Do you have dry lips and want a moisturizing lipstick? Apply your best lip balm or conditioner first, and your regular, not creamy lipstick on top. You'll get longer lasting results without the smearing of a cream based lipstick.

30. Want a great long lasting sheer lipstick? Grab a matte lipstick, and apply moisturizer both before and after your lipstick. Moisturizer before will keep your
lips soft, without drying out, and moisturizer after, will update it to a sheerer color.

31. Lip balm really does work in creating a smoother surface to apply lipstick or lip pencil too. But the trick is to make sure the lip balm is completely soaked up by the skin before applying anything else. Get in the habit of applying your lip balm the same time you apply your skin moisturizer (or sunscreen). By the time you get to your makeup, your lips will be perfect for application. If you apply your lipstick or pencil right after, you're actually adding the feathering and creasing problem because the slickness of the lip balm will add to the slick factor.

32. Love mixing lip colors to get your own customized shade but always end up getting muddy, too dark looking shades? The trick is in the two shades you're mixing. Always mix two shades together that are in the same color range. Like two pinks, or two reds together. You'll always get a perfect blend. Feeling more adventurous? Mix two colors together that are in the same color family. Like a pink and a red, or a beige and a brown.

Lip Pencil Beauty Tips

ck Calvin Klein Lip Definition Defining Lip Pencil 101 Honest
What it is:A luxurious, soft lip pencil. What it is formulated to do: This lip pencil outlines, shapes, and defines the lips. Lip Definition's silky formula delivers an even, feather-resistant line. What else you need to know: Naturally formulated with shea butter, mango, and macadamia oils. Fortified with vitamins C and E. Sharpener included.

http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=*3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.1063288&type=2
33. Want a universal lip pencil that will go with every lipstick color you own? Any shade of a rosy nude color will work. The closest to your natural lip color is the best. Remember to draw a lip line, and then fill in the lip with the pencil. Apply your lipstick or lip gloss on top.

34. Want to darken any lipstick color you have? Apply a light brown lip pencil over your lips, and then apply your lipstick color on top. Instant depth.

35. For perfect lips, apply your lip pencil both before and after your lipstick. You'll find that the wax in the pencil actually helps keep the lipstick from bleeding.

36. When blotting lipstick, apply tissue completely over lips closed, instead of saying 'ah' and biting the Kleenex. You'll notice that when you blot the entire lip this way, you get the entire 'lip print' on the Kleenex, which keeps lipstick edges from bleeding and feathering, not just the center.

37. Can't find that right lip pencil shade? The universal shade for pretty much any lip color is a light light brown. Can't find it? Try looking for a beige, or a blonde eyebrow pencil. Works every time.

---

**Lip Gloss Beauty Tips**

*ck Calvin Klein Delicious Pout Flavored Lip Gloss 402 Gold Frost*

What it is: A delicious gloss enriched with subtle flavor. What it is formulated to do: Delicious Pout adds a transparent, weightless shine
with a hint of flavor. What else you need to know: Enriched with vitamins E and C. Dermatologist tested.
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=*3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.1063189

38. Want your lip gloss to stay on longer? Brush a dot of loose powder on lips first and then your lip gloss.

39. Want to create a fuller lip? Apply a dot of shimmer lip gloss over your lipstick. The lighter, shimmering color will create the illusion of a fuller pout regardless of what lipstick color you're wearing.

40. Have an eye gloss that just is not working for you? Use it as lip gloss. You'll find that it can lasts even longer than your regular lip gloss.

41. In humid weather I found out that lip gloss fades super fast. To keep the look, apply a very matte lipstick in a light shade, blot, and powder, and then apply lip gloss (clear or shimmering) on top. You'll find that the color and shine lasts hours longer because of the matte lipstick.

42. Want a shiny, glossy lipstick, without the drips? Apply your lipstick ON TOP of your clear lip gloss. The gloss will dilute and create a shiny color, and by applying the lipstick on top of the gloss, you won't get the glossy bleeding after you've worn it for 2 hours.

43. For longest wearing lipgloss, apply a nude lip pencil, or the new invisible lip pencils on your lips first. Then apply your lip gloss on top. This gives the lip gloss something to hold on to and lasts a few hours longer.

Blush Beauty Tips
CARGO SuedeBlush Gold Coast
What it is: A unique, multi-colored, patterned blush combines a mixture of three blush colors pressed into one tin. What it is formulated to do: When combined with a blush brush, the three colors create one harmonious and easy-to-wear shade that is both blendable and buildable for foolproof color application every time. The ultra sheer, lightly opalescent color gives the skin a translucent glow rather than a heavy, overly shimmery look and the oil-free formula is suitable for all complexions.
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.977611&subid=0

44. For a 'healthy' glow, tap blush on the apples of your cheeks when you smile. Your guideline? Never apply blush below line of the bottom of your nose: you'll look cold.

45. For correct amount of blush every time, note where you hit with your blush brush first. That's where the color will be the strongest and then blend out from there.

46. Keep your cream blush on longer by applying a light coat of Vaseline or for those with oily skin, a moisturizer on first. You'll find your cream blush lasts hours longer.

47. Create an optical illusion with your blush by bringing attention to your eyes. By applying color directly 'under' your eye on the apples of your cheeks, you will draw attention to your eyes.

48. Use your blush to focus on your hairstyle. This optical illusion is great for showing off that beautiful hairstyle, or for the bride at the her wedding. Smile, and apply blush on the apples of your cheeks, and then blend straight back towards the top of your ear.
By 'blending' backwards, you bring the focus of the line going straight back to, you guessed it; your hairstyle.

49. Shorten a long face with your blush placement. Apply blush close to the apples of your cheeks, and avoid blending out beyond that point. By keeping the focus of the color right underneath your eye, you give the illusion of a smaller face and you create a 'line' that 'divides' the face in half.

50. Want your blush to last longer? Use lipstick or a chubby lip pencil in a wine or bronze shade on your cheeks. Blend and then apply a touch of your colored powdered blush on top. You'll find that your color will last hours longer. Why? The wax of the pencil has more staying power than powder alone.

51. I'm a big fan of blush stains, but even I feel a few hours wear isn't enough. Call it the professional in me but sometimes I just want my blush to last all day long. Here's a quick trick that I found out accidentally....I applied one morning my 'blush' colored powder blush and an hour later, touched up with my liquid stain on top. It's a little tricky to blend because the powder blush underneath makes the stain dry quicker, but I noticed that the stain color stayed on for hours.....and I do mean hours.About 5-6 hours later when I checked. it was still on.

52. Widen your face to create cheekbones. Apply a contouring color. Try a deeper, warmer shade of your skin tone for color. Apply in the hollows of your cheekbones. Then apply right in the indentation of your temple. By adding contour here as well, you create the illusion of a stronger cheekbone by going in (temple), out (cheekbone) and then in again (underneath the cheekbone).

53. Want to create a warm golden shimmer? Try a soft gold shimmer eye shadow. Apply lightly with a large fluffy blush brush to spot apply on tops of cheekbones, over eyeshadow, on lips for a day to night look. Or mix into body or face lotion for a subtle shimmer. Sexy.

54. The right application of blush depends a lot on the size of the blush brush. If you find that your blush
is going everywhere, it could be your blush brush is too large. Take your brush, then smile. Hit the apple of the cheek with the tips of the bristles. Does the brush spray out over the apple of the cheek? The brush is too large. You want the brush to fit perfectly. Perfect application everytime.

55. A fan of bronzer? Make sure you don't overdo it. The easiest application is with a fan brush, not the regular bronzer brush. A fan brush dusts just the right amount onto the top of the forehead, tops of cheekbones, across the nose and across the chin. The right glow looks great either day or night.

**Eye Pencil Beauty Tips**

[Eye Pencil Image]

Hard Candy Glitter Eye Pencil Hyper
Glitter Pencils add a dazzling shine and light catching shimmer to any look. Each pencil provides an easy glide-on application with a micro infused glitter formula for easy blending.
[Hyperlink to Hard Candy Glitter Eye Pencil]

56. To keep Eye Pencils on all day, apply a little eye shadow on top with a fine eyeliner brush over your pencil. For a dramatic effect, try any color over your black or brown pencil. Try a high intense frost eye shadow over black pencil. Dramatic in an instant. Favs? Dark shimmering blues, greens and purples.

57. Run out of your favorite liquid eyeliner or black eye pencil? In a pinch, apply a thin line of mascara with your eyeliner brush as eyeliner. The mascara
will last for hours and give you a great emphasis.

58. Having a hard time sharpening your eye pencil? To keep from crumbling, store in the refrigerator overnight and then sharpen. A perfect point every time.

59. Avoid breaking your eye pencils by always using a metal eye pencil sharpener. The plastic sharpeners give too much, breaking the tip.

More Eye Shadow Beauty Tips

Hard Candy Take Out Makeup Kit
Served in a pretty pink, tri-level case, the Take Out Makeup Kit is an extra-large helping of makeup must-haves, carry-out style. A complete makeup meal, this gourmet goodie is packed with beautiful treats for the eyes, lips, and cheeks. From lashes to liners to lips, Take Out will have you decked out in no time at all. Cute, clever, and convenient, Take Out Makeup Kit is the Dim Sum of makeup palettes: lots of choices, just what you crave.
[http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.753038&type=2&subid=0](http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.753038&type=2&subid=0)

60. Want to change a matte or cream eye shadow you already have into a frost? Shimmer sticks in silver or gold are perfect to create beautiful highlights by applying lightly on top.

61. Been wanting to try the new 'wet' looking cream eye shadows out there? Create your own: buy the famous Elizabeth Arden's 8-Hour cream and apply over any colored eyeshadow. You'll get the super wet look that lasts a few hours.
62. Here's a new trick I picked up while doing a photo shoot. The client wanted a sheer watercolor look for the eyes and in a color that I didn't have. So to make do, I mixed a little pastel pink eyeshadow into a gel moisturizer and applied on the eyes. It dried a little bit, which helped set it and viola...a sheer shade that stayed on pretty well. Check your local drug store for a gel moisturizer. They're clear and do a great job at keeping skin soft and shine-free. It also helps keep foundation on longer, when mixing together, especially when your skin is a bit on the oily side.

63. Applying eye shadows wet have always given the best staying power, but it's tricky to do, especially with dark colors. Make it easy on yourself. Apply your eyeshadow dry, as normal. Then with a fine mister bottle, lightly mist over your eyes. Keep eyes close to let dry. After drying, you'll find that the eyeshadow stays perfect and crease free for hours.

64. Have a long day ahead? Spend a little extra time with your eyeshadow to keep it on all day. Apply your shadows, then press loose powder on top to set. Apply another layer of your colored shadows on top. Will last hours longer.

Powder Beauty Tips

Lancôme PHOTOGENIC - Sheer Loose Powder Buff
This sheer, micro-fine loose powder provides a flawless, natural-looking finish. Lancôme's new Photo-Flex Complex of 2-D reflecting powders and 3-D diffusing powders, adjusts the effects of
light so your skin looks radiant. Won't cake. Won't settle into lines.
Won't clog pores. The Result: Picture-perfect skin in any light, from
Dermatologist-tested.
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=*3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.725234&type=2&subid=0

65. For a soft finish, apply loose powder with a fluffy
large powder brush. For more shine control, use a
powder puff to press loose powder into T-zone
areas.

66. Want to create a updated warm loose powder
from a pink based loose powder? Mix in 2-4 Tbsp. of
' warm yellow ' loose powder or a matte warm yellow
eye shadow into your jar of loose powder and stir.
Close with the shifter top on top. Yellow calms down
any pink tones, making your pink-based powder
more wearable.

Primer Beauty Tips

Benefit Cosmetics "That Gal" Brightening Face Primer 0.37 oz
What it is:A silky pink primer that makes skin appear smoother and
brighter. What it does: Prime your skin to pretty - go from dull to darling
with "That Gal"! Wear alone for clear complexion radiance or apply
before makeup for a smooth, effortless application. Plus you can use
it to re-brighten throughout the day.
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=*3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.1017771&type=2&subid=0

67. With primer being all the rage lately, here are a
few tips to get the most out of your primer. Afraid
you're applying too much? Apply with a foundation
brush first and apply from the t-zone out. The right
amount will be laid on perfectly.
68. Primer does not work will mixed into other products. It's meant to be applied first to the skin, let set, and then apply your foundation on top. It also works good to set concealer as well.

69. Apply a dot onto the lips to create a smooth surface for lip pencils.

70. With primers, actually the less you apply the better. Think of it as applying an invisible layer of skin between you and your foundation. It's not meant to be a thick layer, which can actually interfere with the process. The thicker the primer, the more likely you can get whiteheads from the silicone in the product.

Skin Looks Beauty Tips

TESS A Day in The Sun Skincare Kit for All Skin Types
What it is:A comprehensive suncare kit. What it is formulated to do: This kit was created to protect the skin from UV rays while keeping the complexion clean and blemish-free. What else you need to know: Set includes a 2 oz Sun In Your Face: Orange-Mint Oil-Free Sunscreen (SPF 30 designed to block UV rays and protect complexion), SPF 15 Wipe Out: Orange-Mint Blemish Reducing Wipes (facial wipes to clean away grease, sweat, and dirt from pores), and a .1 oz Sun Kissed: Sweet-Mint Lip Balm with SPF...
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=*3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.1002310&type=2

71. Want a shimmering face look for night? Take an old liquid foundation, and add a few shaves of a shimmery light cream or powder eye shadow or a drop of shimmer body lotion. Apply and get the latest glowy skin.

72. A warm brick eyeshadow is the perfect all over
summer color...for lips, cheeks, eyes....dust lightly and apply a little lip gloss on top of lips and you're done.

73. It was just yesterday when we were having a hard time keeping matte faces and lips on. Now, believe it or not, some of us have a hard time keeping cream products on. Trick of the trade: Like attracts like. Matte sticks to anything matte, cream sticks to anything moist.

74. On a photo shoot, I had to create a glistening skin look quickly, and upon finding out that most glistening sprays have Olive Oil as one of it's main ingredients, I immediately created my own. Get a nice glass spray bottle, easily found at Target or your local drug store, and combine Virgin Olive Oil (no smell...and the lightest in texture) with a few drops of jasmine, rose or lavender oils and shake it up. Now you have your own glow in a bottle!

75. A quick dusting of shimmering body powder or an iridescent eye shadow over the high points of the face, (cheekbones, chin, top of nose, eyelids, across forehead..) creates a quick day to night look.

76. Want to warm up pale skin or create a special body effect? Mix a warm yellow, lilac, bronze or shimmering loose powder into your body lotion. Apply on legs and arms and as it dries, you'll create a soft tinted effect that won't come off. You can also try this with your facial moisturizer to create a special tinted foundation.

77. Lately all the top fashion shows and shoots I've done have had one thing in common. Glowy skin. No, I don't mean shiny, or dewy, or matte, or wet. But glowy. How to get this? Get your favorite shimmering shimmering cream/pink/pearl eye shadow and apply to the high points of the face. Tops of cheekbones, eyes, chin.

78. Want that super shiny dewy look? Just apply some lip gloss on the tops of your cheeks and you're ready to go. My favorite is the clear opalescent ones...looks real pretty at nighttime.

79. Want to tone down ruddiness or pink skin? On
clean skin apply a light dusting of a yellow based powder. The yellow will calm down enough so that you'll need way less foundation and concealer and also adds a bit of warmth to the skin.

Skin Care Beauty Tips

Bliss "Face Value" Trial+Travel Skincare Essentials
What it is:A set of Bliss' All-Around skincare line in travel-friendsly sizes.
What it is formulated to do: Put your best face forward with this system of spa-strength skincare staples. Whether you're simply looking to sample or want to take the 'glow' on the road, these pint-sized potions will help any type of complexion maintain 'pore'-fection.
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.1083906&type=2

80. Skin feeling dry lately? Give it a 1-2 punch. On damp skin, apply a light layer of virgin olive oil. The easiest way? Dilute 1 parts olive oil to 4 parts water in a water spray bottle. Mist all over and rub in until the oil disappears. THEN apply another layer of your favorite body lotion. Vitamin E and Collagen enriched are the best. Let sink in, easiest when done as part of your night time ritual. Next morning? Baby smooth skin.

81. I'm a big fan of those vitamin E lipsticks, chap sticks and lip balms....but sometimes, I'll get one that tastes just awful. Don't toss it out. Use those instead as great nail and cuticle conditioners. Keep one on your night stand or desk, and apply whenever you see it. You'll have stronger nails and well conditioned
cuticles in no time.

82. Need to uplift your spirits? Try a sugar body rub: Mix sugar into olive or corn oil and rub over dry skin for a exfoliating rub. Then rinse off in a tub full of warm water that's scented with aroma therapy oils. Peppermint wakes you up, rosemary or lavender calms you down. You'll feel like a whole new person.

83. Got some extra baby wipes around? They work perfectly to remove Nair or any depilatory if you can't get to the shower fast enough. Just note, that you DO want to rinse completely afterwards to remove all chemicals from your skin. To remove that chemical feeling afterwards from a depilatory, just apply some body lotion and it's gone.

84. Need to get glitter off your face after a disco night out on the town? After doing a photo shoot where we had to make a last-minute quick change, I picked up a neat trick. Remove as much as you can with a dampened Q-tip (the water will pick up the glitter by rolling it off) and whatever excess you have left over, use a metal spatula dipped in Vaseline to lightly 'scrape' the remaining glitter.

---

**Hair Beauty Tips**

Frederic Fekkai Fekkai Advanced HairCare - MORE Kit ($109 Value)
MORE Kit
What it is: A 4-step system that nurtures healthy hair and follicles with patented Niaplex (TM) technology. What it is formulated to do: Promotes healthier, more vital scalp and for visibly improved hair density. Clinically proven results and luxurious, salon-quality formulas. See hair that looks fuller, thicker and more fabulous in 90 days or less with this continuous-release niacin delivery system that feeds the scalp with a patented form of niacin.

85. A model told me this trick. She runs a Gold Shimmer stick through her blonde hair and then brushes through. Instant shimmer and highlights, especially around the face.

86. To create amazing waves and texture in hair, create your own 'texture spray' with a spray bottle of literally 3/4 water and 1/4 salt. Mix, and spray into dry hair light, and scrunch. Your hair gets instantly thicker and wavier. Just don't overdo it. Salt can dry out color, processed and fried hair.

87. You're coloring your hair, and you goofed. You got hair color on your skin. What to do? Grab your skin BufPuf, or pumice stone. On damp skin, rub off until your stain is gone. Yes, your skin will be a little pink, but by buffing the top layer of the skin, you've also removed the hair color stain as well.

88. Tired of dealing with hair colored stained skin? Apply a layer of vaseline onto your forehead and temples to keep color from getting onto the skin. Wipe off when you see the color developing and turning darker. Then apply another layer to keep color off as your rinse and shampoo.

89. Need a deep conditioning treatment for your hair in a jiffy? Use virgin olive oil. The virgin brand leaves no scent and it's the closest to your scalp's natural oils. It's also the easiest to wash out of your hair. The easy way to apply? Try mixing olive oil with water (3 parts olive oil to 1 part water) in a spray bottle, and spritz on dry hair at night. Or, for help with those dry ends, on those pony tail days, coat your palms with a little olive oil and coat the ends of dry hair. You hair will be super shiny, soft and moisture-rich. Use during the day as a shine enhancer.

90. Can't wash out that oil treatment from your hair? Apply shampoo on dry hair first. Work through, then
apply water, lather and rinse. Repeat if necessary.

91. Damaged, dry hair? Conditioner not doing the trick? Maybe it's how you're applying it. Instead of applying your conditioner to wet hair, wait for a lazy day or a lonely night. Then on dry hair, saturate your hair with a deep penetrating conditioner and let soak in. Then leave on overnight, or all day (a ponytailed baseball hat look works the best.) Shampoo the next morning. All those frizzies, dry ends and straw like hair will be banished.

92. Have left over hair conditioner from those hair color kits? Save them for your next hair color application. What do you do with them? Apply a thin layer of the conditioner around your forehead and hairline to prevent hair color from staining your skin. When you're done applying color, just wipe off.

93. Forgot your shaving lotion? In a pinch, use hair conditioner, body lotion or hair styling cream. Apply, shave and rinse when you're done.

94. Hair product not quite doing what you want it to do? Do what the pros do. Mix two together. Mix a mousse with a dab of styling gel, or a styling cream with a dot of hair gloss. Mix and match and create your own super styling combo.

95. Trick of the trade. Always apply a quarter size of styling product. That's all you need, really. And apply from the ends up, unless it's a root lift styling product. Then that goes into the scalp.

Nail Beauty Tips
NARS Orgasm Lip Gloss And Nail Polish Gift Set ($40 Value) Orgasm Lip Gloss And Nail Polish Gift Set
What it is:A double-dose of your favorite NARS hue.What it does:This set is comprised of one lip gloss and one nail polish in the ever-popular peachy-pink shimmer shade Orgasm. It's formulated in a pigment-rich formula that looks fantastic, plus helps give you that coveted afterglow. What else you need to know: This limited-edition set is available only at Sephora.
http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=*3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.1057033&type=2&subid=0

96. Want to make absolutely sure that your nail polish is dry? Take the taste test. Just lick your nail, and if you can taste nail polish, it's not dry yet. No taste? You're good to go.

97. Want to keep nail polish on longer? Do what the professional Nail Technicians do. Take a Q-tip dipped in rubbing alcohol, and rub over clean dry nails. Let dry before you apply polish. By taking off the excess oil on the surface of the nail, polish will adhere better, and last longer. Then apply hand moisturizer or oils after the nail polish is dry.

98. Need an instant cuticle softener? Crisco or olive oil will work in a pinch.

99. Have a lip balm that doesn't work or tastes bad? Works great as a nighttime cuticle treatment.

100. Need to get super smooth heels? Soak in a warm bath first to soften skin. Then apply a layer of oil, vaseline or a greasy type of moisturizer. Apply to your dry heels and then pumice away. The oils will the pumice buff off the dead skin and gives a moisturizing treatment at the same time. Rinse off when done, for silky smooth feet.
Click for Free Shipping:

http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-bin/click?id=*3uMUrJ1rD0&offerid=32532.10000330&type=4&subid=0

Other Ebooks

The Makeup Course by Elke Von Freudenberg
Learn the latest makeup techniques from a top celebrity makeup artist. "Her creative sense is phenomenal; her technique is impeccable; and her ability to translate this into layman's terms for easy applications for the make-up dummies in all of us is amazing! " Stevie Wilson, Beauty Writer

Available at:
http://www.elkevonfreudenberg.com/estore

ELKE'S BLOG
http://www.elkevonfreudenberg.com/blog

Celebrity Makeup Artist
http://www.elkevonfreudenberg.com

Who am i?
Name: Elke

Born: Munich, Germany

Age: A girl never tells!

Occupation: Celebrity makeup artist.

Residence: New York City & Los Angeles

Personal Style: Classy, modern, uptown

Beauty Essential: Confidence & attitude!

Fav Makeup Look: Perfect eyebrows, flushed cheeks, glossy lips, glowy skin.

Fav Magazine: A tie between Allure & Marie Claire

Food Weakness: Champagne & chocolate covered strawberries.

Hidden Talent: Can sing like an angel. Well, at least in the shower.

Best trait: Loyal to my girlfriends, can keep a secret, fiercely independant.

Elke Von Freudenberg is a well recognized Photography & Celebrity Makeup Artist, based in New York and Los Angeles. Her work has been seen in Elle, Haper's Bazaar, Details, Detour, Paper and many other fashion magazines as well as the runways of Dolce & Gabana, Ralph Lauren, Calvin Klein, Bisou Bisou, Diane Von Furstenberg and many others. Her work on celebrities include guest appearances on Extra, Access Hollywood, the Academy Awards, People's Choice Awards, Independent Spirit awards. Her background as a highly acclaimed makeup artist also includes Guest Speaker for UCLA, USC,
Otis Parson's College of Design, and countless photography and makeup schools. Elke was also a top Makeup Specialist & Educator for Aveda for 8 years, training Account Executives and Makeup Artists in makeup application and sales techniques for the makeup artist. Her sold out classes were held across the country. She continues as a free lance Consultant, and Educator for cosmetics companies and makeup artists.

ELKE'S OTHER BLOGS:

The Beauty Blog Network
http://www.beautyblognetwork.com

Elke is also the Founder of The Beauty Blog Network, a ever growing network of blogs that specialize in all aspects of beauty, from cosmetics, makeup tips, perfume, spa, to shopping. Visit Elke's Network Blog for the latest posts on newest members, pr mentions and more.

The Beauty Blog Network also launched their very own beauty magazine, "The Beauty Ideal". Edited by Elke, a new Beauty Editor is chosen from the network every month, along with chosen network members to write articles and posts for the online magazine.
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